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Project Samples

Silo

Vertical Hydroponics System, 2020

Sustainable Agriculture, Geometric Optimization

SeaWeaver

Marine Habitat Afforestation Concept, 2020
Ocean Conservation, Low-Density Construction

ADAMLab Groove Machine

Interactive Computing Exhibit, 2019

Tiling & Modularity, Electronic Hardware Integration

Squid Pull-Car

Parametric Modeling Elective Project, 2020
Parametric Spline Curviture, CNC Fabrication

Thick-Panel Origami Flashers

Physical Prototypes

Origami Engineering, Parametric 3D Digital Design & Fabrication

Digital Design & Fabrication

Georgia Tech Masters Thesis Project, 2020

Geometric Screen

Algorithmic Crafting Elective Project, 2020
Geometric Pattern Blending, Math Tiling Systems

Selected Projects

Silo: Vertical Hydroponics System

Optimizing Growth Density and Minimizing User Involvement of Organic Produce
Project Dates: April 2020 - present

Topics: Hydroponic Agriculture, Geometric Optimization, Sustainability
Tools/Methods: Fusion 360, Wood & PVC Fabrication

Silo is a soil-free organic hydroponics system which produces a large output of leafy green vegetables in a small footprint. The structure utilizes
gravity to ensure nutrient delivery and functions with little involvement
from users.

Towers lean forward, ensuring
top-delivered nutrient water
contacts roots of every plant.

Spacing of
tubes allows fullygrown heads of leafy
green vegetables

Grow cups fit
into standard PVC
fittings
Reflective mylar sheets
retain light inside the
structure

Water drains back into
nutrient resevoir

Staggered towers allow for
maximum packing density
of growing area, mimicing a
honeycomb tiling pattern.
The current Silo system
houses 77 plants.

The functional prototype
is currently in its 4th iteration, which implements
independent cycles for
lights and water, as well
as digital Ph/temperature
readings.

SeaWeaver: Seaweed Afforestation Structure
Oceanic Environment Conservation Concept
Advisor: Lisa Marks
Project Dates: January - February 2020

Topics: Ocean Conservation, Geometric Design, Low-Density Structures
Tools/Methods: Fusion 360, Adobe Illustrator, Manual Prototyping

SeaWeaver is a concept which aims to expand the growing environment of seaweed to increase the positive benefits that
these plants bring to the water they grown in. These benefits
include lowering temperatures of the local water, improving
the water’s quality, and expanding the ecosystem for other
marine species to live in.

Needs of Seaweed:
Sunlight (within ~50m of surface)
Nutrients (from ocean water)
Attaching Structure (seafloor, limited)

Surface
(Insufficient
structure for
growth)

SeaWeaver

Sufficient light &
structure: natural
seaweed habitat

Photic Zone

Aphotic Zone
(Insufficient light
for growth)

Density of woven area can be
optimized for different varieties
of seaweed.

A low-density structure suspended in the Photic Zone could
greatly increase the growing habitat of many varieties of seaweed.
SeaWeaver is:
Anchored to the ocean floor

Weather, surface conditions have low impact on structure

Low-Density & Material Requirement
Rigid skeleton with rope-woven growing area

Compact Shipping & Simple Construction

Components are linear, transport compactly & assembled at
installation site

Modular Hexagon Design

Corner geometry allows units to combine into larger assemblies

Thick Panel Origami Flasher with Parametric Thickness
Georgia Tech Masters Thesis Project: Foldable Solar Panel Concept
Advisor: Lisa Marks
Project Dates: May 2019 - April 2020

Topics: Origami Engineering, Parametric Modeling, Transforming Structures
Tools/Methods: Fusion 360, Rhino6/Grasshopper, CNC Prototyping

My Industrial Design Masters Project examined
the Iso-Area Flasher origami pattern. Flashers resemble the rotational opening motion of flower
blossoms and have many potential product applications due to their efficient stowing capabilites,
scalability, and single degree-of-freedom movement.
The primary obstacle of employing flashers in realworld products is the added degree of complexity
that material thickness brings.

Understanding
of Existing
Origami Research

Physical
Prototyping

I created a largescale physical prototype from plywood to
demonstrate my solution. This functional
model retains the mechanical properties of
the original paper-thin
origami design.
I then standardized my
process into a shapegrammar procedure
that other designers
can follow, allowing
generation of geometry within a range of
parameters for size,
material thickness,
and panel quantity.

Creating Digital
Models with
Variable Thickness

Physical
Prototyping

Investigation of
Parametric
Relationships

Physical
Prototyping

Establishing a
Shape Grammar
Process

Geometric Blended Pattern Screen with Bi-stability
Algorithmic Crafting Elective Project: Variable Privacy Screen Concept
Advisor: Lisa Marks
Project Dates: April - May 2019

Topics: Geometric Pattern Blending, Bistable Systems, Tiling Reseach
Tools/Methods: Adobe Illustrator, Laser-cutting, Manual Woodworking

After researching Islamic geometry and mathematical
tiling in an algorithmic craft elective course at Georgia
Tech, I became interested in pattern blending; the gradual change from one geometric pattern to another without
seams or hard bounaries. Exploration centered around how
blendability is effected by tiling symmetry types.

To manifest my findings in a physical
product, I created an blended geometric
screen with two configurations; an open
state, which allows viewing through to
the the other side of the screen barrier,
and a closed state which blocks all visibility.
Open Screen

Closed Screen

ADAMLab GrooveMachine

Music Technology Interactive Computing Museum Exhibit
Project Manager: Astrid Bin
Project Dates: May - August 2019

Topics: Tiling & Modularity, Electronics Integration, Digital Fabrication
Tools/Methods: Adobe Illustrator, Fusion 360, Laser Cutting

Groove Machine is an interactive museum exhibit which
teaches modular computing concepts by connecting tiles
to a larger assembly to create musical loops. When a tile is
added to the system, it recieves power though its imbedded
electronics and lights up internal LEDs as well as contributing
its unique audio feature to the musical loop.

As the project industrial designer,
I was responsible for ideating tile
shapes within the constraints of
the computational connections,
and creating physical features
to address the needs of the electronic and fastening components
of the products.

Opaque lid catches
internal LED lights

Acrylic layer illuminates
around the edges

Housing for electronic
components

Supports and registration features ensure
device is rigid and stable

Magnets ensure a strong
connection for electronic
components

The tile shapes were chosen to incentivize “legal”
connections, while geometrically disallowing connections that the computational system could not
process.

Internal screw bosses
hide fastening elements

Parametric Squid Pull-Cart

Parametric Digital Modeling Elective Project
Professor: Kevin Shankweiler
Project Dates: November 2018

Topics: Parametric Spline Curviture, CAM, Friction Fit Assembly
Tools/Methods: Fusion 360, CNC Routing, 3D-Printing

In my Parametric Digital Modeling course at Georgia Tech, I was assigned to
model a plywood pull-cart in whatever form I chose, with variable elements
that could respond to the user’s input body measurements.
I chose a squid; I was drawn to the challenge of modeling
tentacles which retained a smooth curve over a wide
parameter range. This was accomplished by assigning parametric values to an invisible underlying
construction framework, which the spline
anchors could then be made coincident to.

To satisfy the requirement for a 3D-printed element of
the car, I made a digital model of a squid beak from
anatomical photos than snap-fit onto the plywood.

Physical Prototypes
Digital Design & Fabrication

Illumination Projects

Icostellation

December 2018

This illumination piece uses edgelit arcylic and a reflective interior to
focus light to the panel edges and
“star” points. I used the geometry
inherent to icosahedrons to design
and 3D print a single repeated interior fastening.

Knight Light

April 2019

Knight light is a 3D puzzle cut from frosted acrylic
and packaged in a flat sheet complete with digitally
rendered instructions. A remote-controlled pool light
is housed inside which cycles gently between thousands of RBG values.

Calcifer

November 2018

The Calcifer lamp was the product
result of self-directed geometry
& texture study in a studio course
at Georgia Tech. I created multiple different “bases” and “wraps”
around the central form for a varied family of lamps.

Digital Fabrication

December 2018

July 2019

May 2020

